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Your window
to the world
Look in on us
Welcome to MACO – providing systems
to open up your window to the world.
Together, we can make your customers’
home design dreams a reality. As a leading
window manufacturer, we’ve produced this
brochure to help you visualise what we can
offer you. Come on in and check out our
broad range of solutions and services.
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Simply complete
All-round solutions
You’ll find that we’re a business partner you can
really rely on – today, tomorrow and beyond. That’s
because we don’t stop at producing hardware. Instead, we have a global overview that encompasses
top-quality, complete solutions for every requirement. That includes our extensive range of services.
In other words, MACO gives you peace of mind. You
take care of your customers and we’ll handle the
rest.

Full-service package
Quality that lasts
When you work with MACO, you buy your hardware as part of a complete package that includes
our tailored services. That doesn’t stop when the
product is delivered. Both you and your customers
benefit in every way from quality that lasts. With
long maintenance cycles and an extended lifespan,
our hardware ensures that the cost of the window
remains affordable throughout its lifecycle. That’s
a compelling argument for you that will help your
sales.
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Practical solutions
What is possible
with MACO
No matter what window configuration your customers wants, you’ll be able
to say yes with system hardwares from MACO. With our MULTI-MATIC
platform we have the right product for practically any requirement. Whether
your customers are looking for a standard, niche, or high-end solution.
Whatever shape of window they want. Regardless of the type of opening
system or material to be used. For any convenience, safety or design
considerations. You can do it all with MACO.
On the next few pages we’ll show you some practical examples of how your
window could look. Think of it like a cross-section of all the options open to
you. From an unobstructed balcony door through to a minimalistic design
element.
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Practical example
Beautiful without
barriers
Can you have great design with no barriers? A door
threshold that doesn’t protrude a single millimetre from
the floor? That’s possible with MACO. You can create
aesthetically-pleasing balcony doors that don’t compromise
comfort. Your customers benefit from impressively secure
solutions, certified up to RC 2 level.

MULTI ZERO
Double-sash balcony door in PVC
with zero-millimetre threshold system

PIVOT POST AND
SCISSOR STAY HINGE
Also available in different
colours with high-quality
powdered finish

SAFE TWO-HANDED
OPERATION
Stops the shootbolt
from damaging the floor

Life without
obstacles
System solutions
Adapted to a wide range of
profile vendors. Just tell us
which profile system and flat
door threshold you’re using –
and we’ll find you exactly the
right solution

Life’s much easier with no obstacles.
A raised threshold can seem like a barrier
to someone in a wheelchair, and to parents
with a stroller. A sunlight window, reaching
from parapet to floor, is ideal for bedridden
patients. The floor grille in front of the
balcony door, assuming the slat spacing
complies with standards, prevents obstacles
as well as injury.
There are more aspects to a lack of barriers
than you might think. It ensures obstacles
are out of the way and makes life safer and
more comfortable.

MULTI ZERO
Hook locking for
zero-barrier threshold
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Practical example
Windows, but still
safe and secure
In some places, the number of burglaries is

Electronic security

MACO mTRONIC
Smart home capable

decreasing, but security is a very important basic
human need that is a top priority. With MACO, you
can create windows that meet exactly the
requirements for this need. We offer a security
class 3 component that makes life more difficult
for any shady burglar. You can also count on us for
unique features, like innovative wireless window

MACO eTRONIC
Smart home capable

sensors and a self-locking drive gear. Another
interesting part of our range is lockable window
handles, like our TRESOR, with a locking cylinder
or a RC3-compliant push-button.

MACO TRONIC
wired

Timber window with security components
which meets the requirements for
resistance class RC 3

Mechanical security

SMART AND SECURE
ROLLER CAMS
with security striker
plate

Reliably tested
MACO specialises in preventing burglaries,

ANTI-DRILLING
PROTECTION

so you can be sure that our electronic and
mechanical solutions are tough enough
to stand up to intruders hoping for some
ill-gotten gains. We are also your licensor.
In other words, we’ll conduct reliable and
cost-effective security tests for you, so you
can prove that your window elements are
burglar-resistant.
CONNECTING
PLATES
Fixed to the
coupling points

Feel free to contact us. We’ll be happy to
advise you and make our MACOServices
service platform available to you.
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Practical example
Turn the handle
to tilt the top
You can often see them in older city buildings; windows
with fanlights. They are an attractive element, but aren’t
they hard to use and clean? Not with MULTI SKY! It enables
you to open and close the fanlight using the main handle,
and say goodbye to the old crank rod. It offers more
security too. The fanlight’s locking mechanisms are
activated centrally, so unwanted visitors can’t get in.

SECURITY
Central locking system
also provide protection
against burglary and
wind pressure

No need for
double frames
to attach the crank or lever

Double-sash PVC window with fanlight
featuring MULTI SKY concept

Cleaning
is safe and easy with the additional
turn position of the fanlight

Fanlight windows
Are they a relic?
You don’t often see a newly built family
home, in the country, with fanlight windows
these days. However, this element style is
by no means old-fashioned. In fact, they’re
a popular design element when renovating
old and historic buildings in cities.
Modern windows can be integrated into old
buildings in a visually appealing way, while
still being able to be operated comfortably,
without limitations.
TILTING THE
FANLIGHT WINDOW
The handle on the main sash
makes it easy, as the
centralised locking
mechanisms are interlinked
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Practical example
Barrier-free use
How do you air out a room when the window is so
out of reach? Isn’t it difficult? Not with E-hardware
from MACO. They ensure that your element can
be opened and closed easily, either using a button
or automatic smart home automation system.
Manual operation is always available and very
straightforward to implement, using our standard
hardwares.

OPEN/CLOSE
Manual or
automatic operating

Easy to fit
No need for window frame milling

PVC window with E-hardware and handle

Keeping it current
You can test the e-fitting while you’re
assembling the window in your factory.
No need for wiring. Just use the setup
activating device. This test is normally
proof that you have completed the service
expected of you as a window manufacturer
(check your tender document to be sure),
even if the electrician won’t be working on
E-HARDWARE
Smart home capable

the window until later.

ACTIVATING DEVICE

E-HARDWARE
Tilts the window
automatically
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Windows
are the eyes
of a house.
Jules Amédée Barbey d’Aurevilly

Practical example
Tilt, no matter
where the handle is
You may have a customer in a wheelchair, or one
with a window that’s behind the kitchen countertop
and hard to reach. This is where MACO’s comfort
fitting comes in. It gives you a practical solution for
easy access, since the handle is on the bottom of the
frame.

Turn lock
Ensures simple
window operation

Long handle
Simple to turn with little effort
PVC window with comfort hardware,
handle centred at the bottom

So how does it tilt?
How does the window tilt using the comfort
hardware? On an ordinary window with a
“normal” handle, you turn the handle and
pull it towards you. This isn’t possible when
the handle is positioned on the bottom of
the frame.
PIVOT POST AND
SCISSOR STAY HINGE
Also available in different colours
with powder finish. Alternative:
cover caps

To solve this problem, we developed a
longer handle, which makes the window
easier to open and close. You don’t need
as much strength to operate the positively
controlled tilt stays. In addition, the turn
lock ensures that the sash is maintained
in the turning position and doesn’t open
immediately.
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Practical example
Hidden hardware?
No problem!
Today’s design trends are often characterised by concealed hardware and flush window profiles. With the
hinge side MULTI POWER, you’ll meet your customers’
aesthetic requirements without compromising
functionality. The system can support multi-sash
elements and its flat surface makes the window very

OPERATING LOCK
for safe opening of the
middle sash

easy to clean.

Triple-sash PVC window
with fully concealed hinge side
MULTI POWER

PIVOT POST
Compact and concealed,
even with triple-sash
elements

Hardware –
invisible please
In the mid-1970s, the one-hand tilt and turn
hardeware appeared and the central locking
system visible until then vanished into
the sash. All you could see was the hinge.
Today, even the hinges have disappeared,
thanks to MULTI POWER. That’s a big bonus
for the aesthetic aspects, as well as for
making the window easier to clean.

SASH LIFTER AND
MISHANDLING DEVICE
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Practical example
MAMMUT –
the power pack
Giant windows are more in demand today than
they’ve ever been. In order to support them, they
require hardware with muscles of steel. That’s where
our heavy-duty MULTI MAMMUT hinge side come
in. They’ll help you make light work of timber frames
of up to 220 kg and PVC frames up to 180 kg. Their

SCISSOR STAY
HINGE
Made of extremely
solid materials

secret is solid, stable, and long-lasting bearings.

French window drive gear
Special drive gear for French casement window
features a higher lever that makes it easier to
open the second sash

Double-sash timber
window with MULTI MAMMUT
heavy-duty hinge side

SAFETY PIN
Optional – stops the sash
pane falling out in case
of a malfunction due to
incorrect usage

A lot of weight?
How can today’s windows weigh as much
as 150 or 200 kg? The answer lies in the
multi-pane glazing, for soundproofing,
security, and thermal insulation. Gian
window elements are increasingly in
demand, in modern buildings, as they let
in so much light

UNITY
UNITY Modern look stainless steel window handle
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Practical example
Totally British
Windows that open outwards are popular in Britain
and Scandinavia, so we’ve designed our ESPAGS
hardware especially for them. This series gives you
an amazing amount of design freedom. You will have
new sales opportunities and your customers will get
more space in their living room.

SAFETY
The special security roller
cams make it safe and
simple to lock the sash

Aluminium windows, outward-opening
ESPAGS hardware

Outwards
Why have windows that open outwards?
One of the main reasons is to have more
space in the room. Also, people don’t need
to move things off of the window sill, in

Tilting window
Opens outwards

order to open their windows, which makes
it easier to vent out the room.
Another compelling aspect is the
protection against wind and rain. The
pressure from outside ensures that the
window is closed even more tightly. An
element opening outwards is also more
dissuasive to burglars.

NIGHTVENT
Venting out the room is
very economical, thanks
to special locking parts
in the frame
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Practical example
Flipping
and swinging
You don’t need to recommend traditional windows
every time. Why not offer something different? Where
our MULTI-MATIC hardwares platform deals with
turning and tilting a window, BILICO is ideal for flipping
and swinging it. You can work with us to build elements
with a different mechanism. That way, you’re well
equipped to respond to niche requirements too.

Timber window with BILICO
hardware for a flip or swing window

A DIFFERENT WAY
TO VENT OUT
compared to traditional
tilting

ALSO AVAILABLE AS
A CIRCULAR SWINGING
WINDOW

Ideal ventilation
Warm, used air flows out at the top
of the opening, while fresh air flows
in at the bottom – just like an open
tilt and turn window

Why flip?
Flip and swing windows are based on the
same principle. The sash is centrally pivoted.
Horizontally in the case of the flip window,
and vertically for the swinging one. That
makes it easy for you to offer wide window
formats that are easy to clean and don’t
take up much space. Plus, flip windows

More space

provide ideal ventilation.

Space-saving ventilation with only
half the sash inside the room
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The world is only as big
as the window
you open onto it.
German proverb

Practical example
A different way
to operate
Tilt first hardwares are ideal if safety is at the top of
your priority list, such as in schools and hotels.
A lockable handle ensures that the window can only be
tilted open. This element can only be fully opened by
authorised staff with the corresponding key.

LOCKABLE TILT
BEFORE TURN
HANDLE
The 180° handle position
is only possible after
unlocking with the key

PVC window with
tilt first hardware

Safety counts
Children want to discover the world. Incidents of kids falling out of windows is
thankfully relatively rare, but every accident
is one too many. They fall more easily as
their bodies’ centre of gravity is higher than
that of an adult. Almost every fall results
in serious or even fatal injuries. That’s why
secured windows are so important – they
can save lives.

PIVOT POST
Concealed or
surface mounted
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Practical example
Going above and
beyond the standards
This simple timber balcony door has an impressive
feature, double pot. The door catch keeps the sash
closed, while the thermally optimised sash pivot post
and scissor stay hinge, in combination with the
TRANSIT threshold, work together to ensure a
comfortable temperature in the room. Another
interesting option is the self-locking drive gear that
prevents the cam from being manipulated.

Timber balcony door
with DT 160 hinge side and
TRANSIT-threshold

Talented thresholds
Our TRANSIT thresholds prevent water and
air from seeping in, and are suitable for
every type of hardware and a range of
profiles. Say ciao to condensation and the
risk of mould buildup.
WHEATERSEALS
for sashes and/or frames

TRANSIT THRESHOLD
Alternative to a 4-sided
surround frame

PIVOT POST AND
SCISSOR STAY HINGE
Thermally-optimised,
visible parts – also available
in different colours with
high-quality powder finish

That’s not all. Our thresholds make it easier
to walk through the balcony door as they’re
much flatter than common frame profiles.
That significantly reduces the risk of people
tripping over or stubbing their toes on it.

SASH LIFTER AND
MISHANDLING DEVICE
Also as a standard
solution pre-assembled
on the drive gear
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Practical example
Simple doesn’t
mean boring
Does your customer love simplicity? You can show
them that even a minimalistic window can shine when it
has the right features. Our products enable you to offer
customers windows with anti-prying security built in,
as well as protection against slamming, incorrect lifting,

SELF-LOCKING DRIVE GEAR
Retrofittable

and other usage mistakes. To top it all off, you can
suggest the economical night vent option.

PVC window with
visible hinges

SMART SECURITY ROLLER CAMS
Built-in protection against jemmying
with horizontal tilt function (without
tilt locking bolt)

ANTI-SLAM DEVICE
reliably prevents the
tilted sash from slamming
due to wind or draughts

Basically secure
How do burglars get into houses? In 70 % of
cases, the burglar forces open a window or
patio door with a crowbar.
At MACO, we want to make it really difficult
for burglars, so we no longer use ordinary
tilt lock bolts. Instead, we implement the
tilt function by putting a tilt pin onto the
horizontal corner element. In combination
with a security striper plate, there’s always
one cam activated. Most burglars give up at
that point and don’t finish the job.

SASH LIFTER AND
MISHANDLING DEVICE
Also as a standard solution
pre-assembled on the drive
gear
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Practical example
All aluminium
Have a customer that tracks trends? Then aluminium
windows are the right choice. They’re easy to look
after, robust, and long-lasting. When they feature
MACO products, their built-in security also shines as
a standard. Why not suggest window shutters as a
finishing touch? Our RUSTICO hardwares are very
versatile, even with modern and minimalistic
architecture.

SHUTTER LOCK
Wide range of
MACO products

Shutter catch
Aluminium window with
RUSTICO shutter hardware

Versatile variants

SASH LIFTER AND
MISHANDLING DEVICE
Also as a standard solution
pre-assembled on the
drive gear

Architects favour
aluminium
Aluminium windows are getting more and
more popular, especially with architects
who love their modern touch and resilience.
They’re versatile too, the chameleons of
façade design, and ideal for large elements
that call for slim frames. What about the
hardware? With MACO, aluminium windows
are another area where you’re spoiled for
choice.

SHUTTER PINS AND HINGES
Tailored to your customers’
requirements
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Window shapes
Nothing is impossible
With the MULTI hardware-system, you have limitless
possibilities. MACO helps you implement any shape,
even creative ones. From semicircular, basket and
segmented arches, to sloping or rectangular windows.
With one, two, or multiple sashes. We don’t stop there!
You also have a choice of opening types: turn, tilt,
tilt and turn, swing, flip, and slide and tilt. Nothing is
impossible!

Shaping up with variety
You know how to use colour to add an
accent when creating your elements.
There is also a lot you can do with the
shape. Check out the examples on the left.
Whatever design you choose, MACO will
deliver you the right hardware.
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Our product range
All you need for your
windows
From weahterseals to window rebate valve and beyond.
The right accessories perfectly complete your window.
Stand out from your competitors by offering your
customers even more value. You’ll find a small selection
from our range in this chapter. Want to know more? Just
get in touch with us and we’ll be happy to advise you on
the available options.
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Window components
We’re your one-stop shop

UNITY HANDLE

RHAPSODY HANDLE

HARMONY HANDLE
WITH KEY LOCKING

WINDOW REBATE
VALVE
TRANSIT
PERSONAL

WHEATERSEALS

TURN LOCKS

GRIFFE
MIT SPERRZYLINDER

TRANSIT
EXTENDABLE

OPENING RESTRICTORS

TURN RESTRICTORS

COMFORT ADJUSTERS
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Service
360 degrees
MACO’s holistic approach applies to all we do, including our
services. As a result, you have peace of mind and can focus
on your core business. We don’t want to be just another
product supplier. Instead, we go the extra mile for you as a
full-service provider. You’ll find an overview of our window
services on the next few pages, from the MACO WinPlus
data solution through to our MACOServices service
platform.
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Need hardware data online?
Get it from TOM
with one click
Our “Technical Online catalogue MACO”, or TOM for short, is your online
resource for our technical data. It is where you can find a compilation of
all our hardware. For each product, you can view detailed information
about its fabrication and tips on how to use it. In some markets, TOM
offers another service too: direct ordering of the hardware you need.
It makes window construction enjoyable again!

MACO WinPlus
Data management
made easy
Our MACO WinPlus software takes your window construction to the
next level. Configure your hardware products quickly and with flexibility,
then use the interface to integrate them directly into your production
program. You can also go for the Premium version, which sends the
hardware data directly to your automated assembly line. With MACO
WinPlus, you benefit from the expertise we’ve gathered from working
with over 500 customers.

MACOServices
By professionals
for professionals
Standards and directives are necessary and worthwhile, but they can
make your life as a window manufacturer more difficult. That’s why we
developed the testing and service platform MACOServices, so we can
be your interface between theory and practice. We have many years of
experience in window testing, which will benefit you.
MACOServices modules:
Standard know-how
Concentrated knowledge about standards
CE label
How do I ensure compliant production?
What types of proof do I need to provide?
RC burglary prevention
We’ll test it for you – you can use our licenses
MACOExpert
The all-round package for peace of mind
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You want everything
from a single source?
We provide you with complete solutions for sliding doors, windows and doors – for timber,
PVC and aluminium. Experience our versatile system offer, comprehensive service included.
Discover more of this on our website www.maco.eu or contact your MACO representative.

MACO near you:
www.maco.eu/contact
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